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FOREWORD

Buildings are not erected without plans, but must first be presented

in plans and construction drawings. As a rule, the first steps consist of free
presentations like sketches or perspective drawings, intended to establish
the form and design of the building. This book begins at the point when
these ideas have been developed, and the first sketches are turned into geo-

metrically precise scale plans: technical drawings. These drawings provide
an image of what will emerge in terms of design or construction, and their
detailing process is thus an essential resource on the way to a finished
building.

The "Basics" series of books aims to present information didactically
and in a form appropriate to practice. It wiII introduce students to the vari
ous specialist fields of training in architecture, and transmit the basics in
a compact and systematic way.

The "Technical Drawing" volume is directed at those commencing
studies in architecture and civil engineering, and trainees in construction
drawing and technical drawing. University courses in particular often re-
quire basic knowledge for the preparation of technical drawings, which
students have to acquire Iaboriously for themselves. The difficulty lies in
the large number of ISO standards that regulate construction drawings -
the German DIN standards were largely the basis for international stand-

ards (e.g. for paper formats). Regardless of these general rules, however,

there is no one correct way of preparing and creating a design or working
drawing. Construction drawings always an act of self-expression by the
person preparing them; they have a personal touch.

This book therefore provides the fundamentals required for the vari-
ous plan types and drawings in the planning process - so that students are

enabled to present their designs and ideas quickly and confidently through
construction drawings.

Bert Bielefeld
Editor
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PROJECTION TYPES

Buildings are drawn in the form of sketches and free perspectives,
but also using various structural drawing approaches. A fundamentai dis-
tinction is made between top view and elevation for the exterior, and be-
tween plan view and section when drawing the interior of a building.

TOP VIEW (OR ROOF PLAN)
Top view drawings present a view or projection of the building seen

from above. A top view (also often called roof plan) is important for the
Iocation plan, for example, which defines the building's position on the
pIot.

PLAN VIEW
In the same way, a plan shows a single floor of the building. Here a

section is taken through the building at a height of about I to 1.5 m above
the floor, to include as many apertures (doors, windows) in the masonry as

possible. To make the drawing comprehensive, the heights of all the rel-
evant structural sections (sill to floor height, aperture height, ground
Ievel, floor height) are given, as well as aII the relevant horizontal dimen-
sions. The height of the horizontal section rnay be changed to illustrate as

many special features of the design as possible and to represent any win-
dows that may, for example, be higher. (The different position of the win-
dow is then clarified by giving the sill to floor height.) For the direction of
the plan, there are two basic possibilities:

_ The downward direction of view used in architects' plans (top

view), which makes it possible to record room structures, form
and size.

- The reflected plan views from below showing construction ele-
ments that lie above the horizontal section level. - Structural en-
gineers prefer this view, which shows the Ioadbearing construc-
tion elements in the ceiling above. ) see chapter specialist planning

Plan views are generally designated according to the floor they apply
to, e.g. cellar floor plan view, ground floor plan view, lst floor plan view, at-
tic floor plan view etc. If it is not possible to identify floors clearly in a de

sign, e.g. when floor levels are offset, the obvious thing to do is to name the
plan views after particular levels: e.g. level -3 plan view, underground car
park.
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\\Hint:
Rs 0 ru1e, plons with top ond plqn views ore

"northed", in other words, north is ot the top

edge of the plon ond is indicoted by o north

orrow.

ELEVATION
Elevations (also called views in the ISO standards) show the outside

of the building with all its apertures. Views of the cubature of a building

provide information about its relationship to its environment, its form and

proportions, and the construction type and material qualities where appli

cable. Along with the plan views and sections, elevations complete the

overall design.
Elevations are parallel projections, seen from the side, onto a build-

ing fagad.e. The proiection lines run at right angles to the projection plane'

so offset sections are not shown in their true size'

An elevation generally shows the immediate surroundings' with the

Iie of the terrain and links to any existing building development where ap-

propriate.
Elevationsareid.entifiedaccordingtotheirpositiononapointofthe

compass. The north arrow on the location plan and on the plan views de-

fines the orientation of the building. Hence, the following designations are

used for each of the four elevations: view north, south, east and west (or

northeast, southwest etc.). If only two elevations are visible (as in terraced

houses), they can also be defined in relation to the building's positidn on

theplot,orthepositionofthedevelopmentasawhole.Butthismeansthat
only two sides are fixed unambiguously, e'g' the garden or courtyard side

and the street side. The labelling of the elevations must be clear for any-

one - even if they are not familiar with the area'

SECTION
A section is created by making a vertical cut through a building and

considering this as a view in parallel projection. sections are intended to

provide information about floor heights, material quality and the building

materials to be used for the planned building'

The section line must be entered on the plan view or all plan views'

Itisidentifiedbyathickdashdotlineandthedirectionofview.Alrows
and two capital letters of equal size fix the direction and the designation

of the section. The section is taken in such a way that all the information

IO
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Elements of
q section

relevant to the building can be recorded, which means that the section line

may deviate occasionally. This deviation must be at right angles, and must

be identified in the plan view.
Important elements shown in a section include the structure of the

roof, the floors and ceilings, the foundations, and the walls with their
apertures. The section should also show access to the building via stairs,

Iift, ramp etc.

Sections taken parallel through a main axis ofthe building are called

longitudinal and cross sections. A longitudinal section cuts the building
along the longer side and the cross section along the shorter. If more than

two sections are taken, they are usually designated by capital letters or

numbers. As the section Iines on the plan views are identified by the same

letters on both sides, the section designations are, correspondingly, sec-

tion A-A, section B-B or section C C etc.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIEWS

Axonometric projections are plan views or views with a third plane

ad.ded - height. They are generally used as three-dimensional views at the

planning stage, and give a spatial impression of the building. They are

Designoting
sections

f,xonometrrc
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used for construction plans only in exceptional cases, for example to show
the design of a corner.

It is easy to develop three-dimensional views from a two-dimen-
sional drawing. A distinction is made between different projections (even

though the term "projection" is misleading here):

_The "military projection", where the plan view is rotated through
45" at one corner and completed vertically by adding the heights.

_ The "architects' projection", where the plan view is again rotated
at one corner - through 30o or 60".

12
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_ The "cavalier projection", where an elevation or section acquires a

third dimension by the addition of iines at an angle of 45".

It is possible to create a better three-dimensional impression by mov-

ing away from the right angle as a base. Isometric and dimetric projections

are used to do this.
Isometric drawings place each of the two plan view axes at an angle

of 30'to the horizontai base line, and the height axis is plotted onto the plan

view axes. This means that the object represented is not so distorted as in
the three methods given above, but the drawing must be constructed more

elaborately.
For a dimetric projection the two plan view axes are placed at angles

of 7" and 42". The line lengths of the latter should be shortened by factors of
0.5 or 0.7.

Perspective drawings differ from axonometric, isometric and dimet-
ric projections in that they do not present the lines lying on an axis as par-

allel, but in perspective. Since perspective drawings are not generally used

as construction plans, but only for presentation purposes, they fall into
the field of descriptive geometry and are not examined further here.

militory orchitects' covolier
projectlon

isometrrc
proJectlon

01merrlc
prolectron

r3
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Pens ond pencils
for hond drowing
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Rulers ond

PRINCIPLES OF REPRESENTATION

AIDS
Basically there are two different methods for producing construc-

tion plans:

_ Hand drawing
_ CAD

Hand drawing is carried out either at special drawing tables fitted
with a pair of sliding rulers set at right angles, which can be adjusted; or
using drawing rails, which are screwed onto an existing desk-top and slid
vertically on stretched wires. Both variants make it possible to draw lines
parallel or at right angles.

Hand drawings are usually made with pencils or ink pens. Pencils
are available in various hardness grades, which affect the thickness and
visual effect of a line: the harder the pencil, the finer the line, because lit-
tle Iead is rubbed off onto the paper. So various grades of pencil are needed

for drawings, to be able to make lines of different widths.
Ink pens exist in various forms (e.9. with or without cartridges) and

nib widths. The nibs mentioned in the chapter on lines are available indi-
vidually.

A variety of rulers, protractors, triangles, set squares and stencils
are available to make drawing simpler. Rulers, triangles and adjustable set

squares are used to draw in the geometrical dimensions. Lengths on plans

s
\\Tip:
Pencils ronging from grode B (soft) vio F

(medium) to H to 3H (vorious degrees of hord-
ness) ore used for construction plons. ||order
pencils should be used first, to ovoid smudginq

the softer, thicker lines.

s
\\ Tip:
Ink pens come with ond without cortridges in
vorious colours. The lotter ore cheoper in
throwowoy yerslons, but more expensive if o lot
of drowing is to be done. The thinner the line
produced by on ink pen, the greoter j.s the
donger thot the pen moy dry up if stored for o

long time. Sonetimes the pigments in the nib of
the pens con be moistened in o both of woter.
If lines thot hove olreody been drown need to
be removed, speci.ol ink erosers con be used.

But coreful scrotching with o rqzor blode is
q u lcKer.

14



are generally measured with a set square, a triangular ruler including six
different scales with a length scale for each.

stencits Stencils are available for almost aII typical drawing symbols (e.g. for
furniture, electrical connections or bathroom facilities). There are also
stencils for standard typefaces. All stencils are dependent on line thick-
ness and scale.

CFD prosroms CAD drawings are made using a computer. You need a CAD (Com-

, ? puterAid.ed Design) program intended specialiy for construction drawing.
Various programs are available on the market, but they differ considerably
in ease of use, performance and price. Almost all providers offer student
and school versions.

o
\\ lmportont:
It mokes sense to look ot whqt several
providers offer before working your woy into o

progrom. Prices vory considerobly even between

the studeni versions, ond it is qlso importont
for fel low students or colleogues to use rhe
some progrom, so I l-ot worl i ng experiences co1

be shored .

15



Poper

PAPER FORMATS AND PAPER TYPES

DIN 476-1 or ISO 216 define various paper formats based on a page

ratio of l:y'2.The advantage ofthis page ratio is that a large sheet can al-

ways be divided into smaller formats without waste.

There are various series within the DIN or ISO standards; the DIN-A

or ISO-A series is generally used for plans.

As losses occur when cutting to size and folding, sheet formats dis

tinguish between trimmed and untrimmed sheets. There are also format

categories like DIN A3 Plus on the paper market, but these were cleated by

Drinter manufacturers and are not further standardized.

I

I rsOZOr|l series fl-E(mmxmm) )

D- E-C-B.

2A 1414 x2040

1000x1414 9 I7 , 1297 77 1x1091 800x1120

594x841 707x 1000 648x9 17 545x7 1 1 s60x800

-2 420x594 500x707 458x 648 385x 545 400x560

353x500 324x458 27 2x38s 280x400297 x 420

2s0x353 229x324 192x27 2 200x280



1230 x1720 102-R0

880 x1230 841 x1189 10

625 x880 594x84I 10q1

450 x625 420 x594 10A2

fl5 530 "450
297 x420

B4 240 "330
2t0 x297

Thepaperformatsdescribedabovealerecognizedandusedinmost
countries; but in North Amefica in particular, some inch-based formats are

used that are based on ANSI standards.

216x27 9 229x305

279x432

18x24 432x559 457x610

22x34 24x36 559x864 610x914

34x44 36x48 864xIt!8 9 14x1219

44x68 1178x17 27

Poper types Various paper types are distinguished, as well as paper formats' As

a rule, tracing paper is used for hand drawings, as it has the advantage

that other drawings can be placed undelneath it to be traced. This consid-

erably simplifies construction (e.g. of upper storeys or sections)' TYacing

paper also makes it possible to duplicate the original drawing simply' us-

ing blueprints.
In the inventory field' drawing films are often used' as they hold

their shape even at higher temperatures, and thus measurements can be

read off them reliably even after a long time'

For technical drawings made with CAD programs, normal white pa-

per in ro11 or sheet form is usually used for plotting Coated papers' or

l7



Definition
of scole

Typicol scoles

Converting
scoles

>s

Scoies for
CAD progrqms

photographic or glossy papers are often used for presentation drawings,
as they have a high-quality surface.

SCALE

Every type of plan mentioned in the first chapter (Projection types)

is a reduction in a certain ratio to the built reality, i.e. it is drawn on a par-

ticular scale. The scale used must be marked on every drawing, in the form
of the word scale and two figures separated by a colon (e.g. Scale l:I0).

A scale describes the relationship between the dimensions of an ele-

ment in a drawing and in the original size. A distinction is made between

three principal scale types:

_ Original scale (scale 1:1) as the natural scale

_ Enlarged scale (scale x:l), in which one element is drawn larger
than its natural size by a certain multiple

- Reduced scale, (scale l:x), in which one element is reproduced

smaller than its actual size bv a certain multiple

Thus, for example, a wall drawn on a scale of l:100 will be one hun-
dred times smaller than the original.

Reduced scales are almost always used for construction drawings,
as the object represented is usually larger than the paper. As precision and

detail in the design process increase, the reduction becomes less, so the

object itself is represented as larger.
Location plans and rough surveys are often drawn on a scale of 1:500

(or l:1000), design drawings on the scales of l:200 or l:100. For working
plans, the scales of l:50,1:25, 1:20, l:10, 1:5,1:2 and 1:1 are used. ) seechap-

ter Planning stages

If a wall 5.5 m Iong is to be represented on the scale of l:50, its length

must be divided by the reduction factor: thus, 5.5 m/50 = 0.1 I m. The length

drawn is thus I l cm. It becomes more difficult when an object that is al-

ready drawn on a reduced scale has to be converted to a different one. If a

door with a drawn length of 5 cm at a scale of 1:20 is then shown on a scale

of 1:50, the two scales must be calculated against each other. Thus, the

length is 5 cm *20150 = 5 cm/factor 2.5 = 2 cm.

CAD programs simplify the scale conversion problem. Here the

building is usually input on a scale of l:1, i.e. a waII 5.5 m long is drawn

at this length. The drawing is additionally provided with an output or

reference scale, which defines the scale on which the drawing will be

printed and output later. Pen and lettering widths also adapt to this ref-

erence scale when viewed on the monitor, so that the ultimate result can

be seen.

I8
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\\ Ti p:

To conyert originol diBensiors into
struction drowing scoles it is best

set squore, or colculote the length
fo 1 lows:

typicol con-

to use o scole

to scole os

Llne rypes

Line widths

Using unbroken
lines

)CI]

lJsing doshed
lines ond
dotted lines

_ Scoles 1:10, 1:100, 1:1000 - move the decimol
point by the number of noughts to chonge the
scole unit fron m to cn for 1:100 or mm for
1:1000

_ Scoles 1:5, 1:50, 1:500 - move the decimol polnt
qs obove ond then multiply the number by 2

- Scoles 1;20, 1:200 - move the decimol point os

obove ond then divide by 2

LINES
A technical drawing consists of lines that differentiate things accord-

ing to their type and width. Here a distinction is made between Iine types
and line widths, though their significance can vary from scale to scale.

The are four principal types of line: the unbroken line, the dashed
line, the dash-dot line and the dotted line, and other intermediate forms
can be developed from these.

The following line widths are customary, although as a rule only
widths up to 0.7 mm are used: 0.13 mm,0.18 mm,0.25 mm.0.35 mm,0.5 mm,

0.7 mm, I mm, 1.4 mm, 2 mm.

The unbroken line is used for ali visible objects and visible edges of
building sections; boundaries of sectional areas are also identified by un-
broken lines. When parts of a building are cut in sections on the scale of
l:200 and 1:100, unbroken lines 0.25-0.5 mm wide are generally used; on

scales from l:50 a width of 0.7-l mm is recommended. Unbroken lines for
auxiliary constructions, dimension lines or secondary top or plan views are

drawn more finely:0.18-0.25 mm wide for a scale of 1:200 or 1:100, and

0.25-0.5 mm from l:50.
Dashed lines are used for concealed edges of building parts (e.g. the

under-step in details of stairs) in line widths of 0.25-0.35 mm for scales of
1:200 and 1:100, and 0,5-0.7 mm for scales from l:50.

Dash-dot lines define axes and section runs. As section runs need to
be immediately recognized on the drawing, they are drawn at a line width
of 0.5 mm for scales of 1:200 and l:100, and I mm for scales from l:50.
Axes, on the other hand, are usually drawn in lines 0.l8-0.25 mm wide for
scales of l:100 or 1:200. and 0.35-0.5 mm from 1:50.

19
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--brol,en lt.e 0.35 - v-s b-p en4e( n-4 o,tlriFs

unbroken line 0.25 - dimension 1ines, ouxiliory

dqshed line 0.35 - hidden edges ond outlines

dos\ dol l-re 0.\ - represe-tirq rhe re< r on lr^e

dosh-dot lrne 0.25 representing oxes

dotted lrne 0.35 - building sections in front of

unbroken lrne 1.0 - borders of section oreqs

unbroken line 0.5 - vrsible edges ond outlines

unbroken lrne 0.35 dimension 1rnes, ouxrlrory 1ines,
reference lines

doshed lrne 0.5 hidden edges 0nd outlines

20
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hotching

Dotted Iines identify the edges of building section that can no longer
be represented because they are placed behind the section plane. > see arso

chapter projection types Here a line width of 0.25-0.35 mm is used for scales of
1:100 and 1:200, and 0.5-0.7 mm from l:50.

HATCHING
Hatching is intended to simplify representing individual elements in

drawings, and to make them more intelligible. Hatching appears in section
plans (plan views, sections) and provides information about the nature of
the representation, and the qualities of the materials and components

used in the planning.When sections are taken through parts of a building
the lines around them are usually filied in with hatching. Most statements

about the way hatching is presented have been summed up in national
standards. ) see Appendix Basically, there is a distinction between section ar-
eas that are not dependent on the materials, such as diagonal hatching or
fillerareas,andmaterial-dependentrepresentations.)seeFis.13 Amaterial
dependent representation identifies the material to be used for the part of
the building through which the section has been taken. In the preliminary
design phase, walls with a section through them are often shown only by

filled areas of material-independent diagonal hatching on the pian view,

to emphasize the solid parts of the building. Material-dependent hatching
is not usually deployed until the working plan stage (e.g. masonry or rein-
forced concrete), as the appropriate materials will already have been cho-

sen at this point.
Hatching can be presented as lines, dots, grids or geometrical fig-

ures. If the interfaces of several parts of the building are juxtaposed, then
the direction of the hatching wiII change as well. Hatching is usually
drawn at 45o or 135".

0
\\Hint:
The qbove-mentioned line widths should be under-

stood os guidelines, becouse of the current use

of CFD. Todoy's CflD progroms offer users pen

cotegories thqt con be toilored to i.ndividuol
needs. So ot times snoller line widths ore used

thon in hond drowings. Test printouts should

however be mqde ot the beginning of o drowing to
be oble to estimote the effect of the line width
on on output scole, os the on-screen effect
often does not reflect the prlnted reolity
becouse of zoom functions ond presentotion thot
is independent of sco1e.

0
\\ Hi.nt:

In CeD progroms hotching con be scoled in such o

woy thot it mokes visuol sense for every output

sc01e. In this context, the terms scqle-
dependent ond scole-independent hotching ore

used.

21
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The basic hatching for representing a material-independent inter
face ofpart of a building is drawn with an unbroken line at an angle of45.
Narrow sections, such as profile cross-sections in steel construction,
should be black for greaLer intelligibility.

LABELLING
Appropriate labelling is needed to produce a complete drawing, as well

as lines, areas and hatching. The degree of detail in the labelling is chosen in
relation to the scale; it is there to support the technical drawing (e.g. for stat
ing dimensions, numbers of rooms, information about material etc.).

The chosen typeface must be unambiguously intelligible, so a standard
typeface is usually chosen. Standard type (also called ISO type) is the name

^raf 
.l-l -^+-i

.^n.rFtF n^rt(
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styles

for an internationally used type of labelling using upper and lower case.

Standard type is subdivided into four different forms on the basis of type

sizes and type angles. Thus, a distinction is made between two type widths:

T\zpe form A - narrow, with a line width of height/l4
Tlpe form B - medium wide, with a line width of height/I0

and two type angles:

\pe angle v - vertical, with letters placed vertically to the

direction of reading

\pe angle i italic, with letters at 75" to the direction of reading

The best-known of the standard type forms used is a combination of

type form B at the appropriate angle, producing Bv (medium wide line, ver-

tical) and Bi (medium wide, italic).
Standard type forms are available as stencils for hand drawings in

all the usual scales and type widths. Architectural drawings that are still
produced by hand use building type. This is restricted only to upper-case

Ietters developed from the shape of a square.

CAD programs can usually use the full range of fonts offered by the

operating system. But here, too, it is better to choose a font in common use,

as the next user should also have the font installed when data are ex-

changed.

ABt
obt
12)
verticol

\,/XYZ
xyz

DI
0e
15

Kttn
10tt

rJ
9

FGH
fqh
578

IJKLMNOPRSTUV
0pPSIUVW
?:;-=)l

ABIOTF6
obcdefg
1234567
itolic type form

HI
hij
89

JK
k
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tM
Imn
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AI NDD

0prs
)

CTII
IUI/

v]'/xY7.
l'/xyz
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drmensioning

Structure of o

dlmension choin

Lettering is always positioned either horizontally to the direction in
which the plan is to be read, or vertically turned anti-clockwise (and thus
readable from below or from the right).

DIMENSIONING
Regardless of the fact that plans are drawn to sca1e, aII the rejevant

dimensions must be clearly defined.
Regardless ofwhether plans are drawn true to scale, all the relevant

dimensions must be defined clearly. This is done with the aid of dimen-
sion chains, relative elevations or by indicating specific dimensions. Di
mension chains are sections arranged next to each other and provided
with individual dimension information. Relative elevations are defined
heights for particular points (for example the top edge of a floor slab).

Guidelines for entering dimensions on drawings are laid down rn
specific national standards (see appendix).

Dimension chains
A dimension chain is made up of the following elements:

_ Dimension line
_ Auxiliary dimension line
_ Dimension limits
_ Dimension figure

Dimension line, dimension limit lines and auxiliary dimension lines
are always unbroken lines. The dimension line is placed parallel to the
part of the structure to be dimensioned, with the auxiliary dimension line
vertical to the dimension line, defining the axis, edge or iine being dimen-
sioned.

Dimension
linits

ouxllrory _ dimension dimension linedimension line figure

\/-
'1, '\5.00 / l.w

\Lline



. s.00 1,

-

horizontol dimension choin

I
1 dimension choin

?-
^ 5oo ^sl

--

horizontol dimension choin 
f 

verticol dimension choin

horrzontol dimensron verticol dimension

horizontol dimension

Dimension limits define the external point of the dimensioned length

on the dimension line. Even though in principle the auxiliary dimension

line defines this, it is often unclear for intersecting lines on drawings

whether the thick line for a wall through which a section has been taken

also contains the dimension limit.
For this reason the dimensions should be clearly demarcated. Ac-

cording to the scale, either a diagonal line or a circle is used (e.g. design

with lines, working plans with circles and detail planning with small di

mensions chains with closed circles), but in principle a free choice can be

made. Dimension limit lines are drawn at 45o from bottom left to top right

seen from the direction of reading.

The dimension figure equals the }ength of the structural element to

be dimensioned and correspondingly also identifies the spacing for the di-

mension limits. For distances larger than I m the figure is given in the me-

tre unit (e.g. 1), for distances smaller than 1 m the unit is the centimetre

Dimension
frnrrrp< in di-

mension choins

25
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1.26

1.26

Position of
the drmensron
flgure

(e.g. 99 or 25). For millimetres the figures are raised {e g l 255 or 365)'

Units such as m or cm are not given'

As a ru1e, the d.imension figure is placed above the dimension iine

and centrally between the dimension limits' For aperture dimenslons the

height of the aperture is also shown under the dimension ]iag r see Frg Is If

there is an additional sill (e.g.for windows), the siII height is given directly

on the inside of the aperture (e'g' with t" ot 5 = 75)'

Dimensioning inside the dimension line is uncommon: as an alterna-

tive to dimension figures above the dimension line' the dimension figures

may also be inscribed directly into the line' omitting that part of the line

1.0 1
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Problems occur when the distances between the dimension iimits
are very small, i.e. if there is little room for the figure (e.g. for lightweight
walls and installations in front of walls). Here, the figure may be placed dr-
rectly beside the dimension limit. >see Figs.2b-27 Dimension figures and di-
mension lines must not overlap, to maintain legibility.

Height dimensions
Height dimensions cover floor, sill and clearance heights and relate

to a level +0.00. This is normally set as the upper edge of the completed
floor structure in the entrance area. The surveyor surveys and relates this
point to mean sea level or zero level (ZLl, so that the building is correctly
positioned in terms of height. Hence the reference of ZL and +0.00 should
be defined on every plan. All height indicators then relate to the starting-
point +0.00 in terms of + and - signs.

A distinction should be made in the drawing between height dimen-
sions of plan or top views and sections or elevations.

Height dimensions in elevations and sections are given by height in-
dicators: the graphic symbol for a height indicator is an equilateral trian-
gle drawn directly with the height figure lnto the drawing of the structural
element or onto an additional dimension limit line (e.9. outside the build-
ing).

For shell dimensions the triangle is usually solid black; for comple
tion dimensions it is left as an outline triangle. Thus, the dimensions given
can be clearly and correctly aliocated even on small drawings.

Height dimensions on plan views and top views are also repre-
sented by triangles (solid for shell construction, outline for completion e1-

ements), but most commonly, circles with a line passing through them are

used, with the completion dimension above the line and the shell dimen-
sion below it. Here, too, the dimensions can be directly identified by fill-
ing the semicircles appropriately. Another classification option is to use

Angle
dimensions
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Circulor
di.mension

the labelling TECF (top edge complete floor) and TESF rtop edge shell
floor).

Angle and curve dimensions
If structural elements are not at right angles to each other. the rele-

vant angle must be indicated. This is usually done by statilg the number

of degrees and the typical symbol <, but it can also be done br- usirg a seg-

ment of a circle with arrows on the ends and the number of degrees il the

middle.
For rounded structural elements, circular dimensions should be

given, for example to define the developed length of a curved rei-nforced

concrete wall. This is necessary, among o16s1 things, for determinilg ald
calculating the dimensions (continuous metres of wall" baseboard etc.).

The dimension chain for a circular dimension consists of a circle parallel
to the actual curve (i.e. dimension circle and curved wall have the same

centre). The dimension limits can be used as explaiaed above for circular
dimensions, or arrows can be placed at the ends of the dimensioo circle.

Individual dimension indications
If individual dimensions must be indicated, they are usually rvritten

directly onto the particular structural element. They can also be allocated

by abbreviations (e.g. SH for sill height), or symbols (e.g. A for diameter or

I for a rectangular section). Radii have a capital R before the dimension
figure, screws and threaded rods an M. For simplification, height and

width may also be given in abbreviations (e.g. W/H 12/16 for a wooden

!:eam 12 cm wide and 16 cm high).

z6
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design drowing

PLANNING STAGES

Construction drawings can be divided into two groups. The first de-

scribes the phase in which ideas are established: from design to planning
permission.

The second group includes the construction phase with its associ-
ated drawings to accompany the building work. Thus, a distinction is made

between pre-design, design, drawings with building particulars, and

working drawings.
The corresponding pianning documents contain specific information

for a particular target group. Planning documents can provide a decisiorr-
making basis for clients or local authority building departments; speciai-
ist planners may use them as a basis for their own plans; and they cdtr corr

tain concrete building instructions for the specialist firms carrying out
the work. The scope and precision of a plan derive from the purpose, na-

ture and scale of a drawing. The less it is reduced, the larger the structural
elements it shows are, and thus the dimensioning and labelling become

more detailed.

DETERMINING BASICS

Land registry plans (usually on a scale of 1:I000) of toin'ns and mu-
nicipalities are available to provide an overview or basis for a design; they
may be slightly imprecise in their indications of dimensions.

If an existing building is being converted, its current state must be

surveyed and presented in a drawing as a basis for the r,n'ork. The subse-
quent planning phases are based on this. The degree of elaboration, and
thus the precision, of as-built plans depend considerably on rhe use for
which the building is intended. If a small extension is to be added to an ex-

isting home without particular demands on quaiity of deiajl, ii is usually
enough to record the relevant rooms in terms of width, length and height.

If monument preservation measures have to be taken in a listed building,
the dimensions must be recorded in detail and complemented ',.;ith precise

indications about surfaces and distinctive features.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN DRAWING
A concept is turned into an overall presentation in the form of a

drawing (a plan) in the preliminary design drawings. A distinction is also
made in this phase between construction drawings for future planning
and concept drawings to explain an idea to a client. The aim of prelimr-
nary design planning is to clarify and explain the idea behind the design.
Preliminary design plans thus express the planner's design approach

and allow a great deal of latitude in terms of presentation. On the other
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hand, even a prellminary design plan na-. i= :_ -..- ._

information about the building w.ith the:_-_..:,: ...
reason, it forms the basis for a prelrminai-. :i=:,s- : :_

-: ..'.er clarifying
::,,:-:res. For this
'.' :ne burlding au

Scole

Locotlon plon

thorities.
Preliminary design drawlngs provrde onl,, ::: :t.sl necessary infor_

mation about the shape and size of the buiiding. These clrawings are
mainly drawn on a scaie of I:200, or l:5OO for large projects. Location
plans are reduced even further (scales 1:500 or i:liJOOi.

The location plan shows the building on rhe basis of the prot dimen-
sions in the context ofits surroundings. Its location on the plot is clefined;
hence the term location plan. The information entered gives a general vlew
of the building's size and orientation, the nature of the terrain and its use.
and where necessary includes the adjacent plots as well.

one sensible starting point for drawing up further construction
plans is a ground floor plan view matching the location plan. Starting with
the ground floor plan view, the best way to develop the floors above is to
base them on the plan view that has already been prepared (both at the
drawing board and in a CAD program).

After drawing up the plan views, it is relatively simpte to construct
the sections. The chosen section line is first drawn into the plan view. and

Drowrng up plon
v1ews, sectlons
ond elevotlons
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then turned to be horizontal and form the basis for the section. It forms

the zero line of the section, i.e. the entrance level for the building. AII

heights are developed vertically upr,r'ards on this line (upper floors) and

downwards (basement floors): to do this, the edges of the intersected walls

are simply extended to an appropriate level in relation to the zero line. El-

evations should be constructed only on the basis of the heights marked in
the sections. It is simplest to trace the external outlines of the sections and

add windows, doors and ground connections by placing plan views under
neath. ) see Fig.24

The aim of the preliminary planning is to clarify and illustrate the

cubature of the building, the distribution of space and the way the build
ing fits in with its surroundings, in terms of a provisional arrangement

and provisional dimensions. Structural elements are usually presented

without indication of materials, so that at first it is only possible to iden

tify which elements are intersected.

In elevations, all the visibie edges are represented by an unbroken

line. The thickness of the unbroken line depends on scale, relevance (walis

are more important than a door handle, for example) and the degree of de

tailing in the building. Thus, the outlines of the external walls and their
apertures are emphasized most strongly.

Finishing details such as toilets, kitchen or furniture are given in top

view and elevation, to illustrate the design. Furnishings are important to
inexperienced clients as a yardstick for size ratios in housing construction

in particular, so that they can understand proportions and the size of

rooms.
Representing trees, people and the external areas clarifies how the

building fits into its surroundings while providing a background that does

not conceal information. Proportlons and scale can be conveyed better by

showing objects whose size or proportions are familiar even to the unprac

tised eye. This is called establishing scale, and the individual items are

scale-establishing objects. These "extras" are mostly used only at the pre-

liminary and design stages, and for competition and presentation draw

ings.
Dimensioning is restricted to rough measurements in preliminary

design planning. In plan views, external dimensions and important room

d.imensions are given in order to make room sizes and overall measure

ments comprehensible. Individual projections and recesses, and door and

window apertures, are not usually dimensioned

In elevations, only important height dimensions such as eaves and

rid.ge height are given; in sections the room or floor heights appear as weli.

Labelling is also restricted to simple identification of rooms by func-

tion and the estimated areas of the rooms in square metres.

Dimensionlng

Lobelling
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PRESENTATION PLANS
To present a design, presentation plans are prepared independently

of the classical construction drawings. presentation plans are usually
drawn up after a preliminary design has been completed, so that this can
then be confirmed for further planning purposes: presentation plans are
intended to persuade a particurar target group of the design idea and the
concept, so they should be devised with this purpose rn mind.

If, for example, an inexperienced crient is unabre to associate a
three dimensionar idea with a technical, two dimensionar drawing, then it
makes sense to underpin his sense of space with three dimensionar repre-
senLations or perspective views.

The client may have to present the design to a third party, and may
need visual materiars to help persuade them. These can be three-dime'-
sional presentations or perspective views, or graphic presentations of zon
ing, pathway links, work areas or similar items on the basis of plan views
and sections.

If planners or students take part in competitions, their own ideas
must be presented in such a way that it makes a clear impact on the jury.
As juries are usually made up of a mixture of experts and laypeople, the



Student
presentotlons

needs of both groups should be taken into consideration. ,{s a rule there rs
little time available for judging the entries, and so everl-one looking at the
submissions needs to understand the individual desrgns quicklr'. It is also
important to make your design stand out from those submftred bv the
other entrants.

when a student design is presented, the college or unir-ersitv lecturer
responsible should be able to understand his or her students' ideas, i.e. the
presentation should convince a qualified expert wlth approprrare skills in
terms of abstraction and imagination. For this reason, more conceptual
approaches tend to be chosen for student submissions than lvould be used
for presenting ideas to a client. For example, if this is desirable in graphrc
terms, it is possible to omit the scale-establishing features that are needed
for the lavperson.
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As well as classical elements such as location plan, plan views, sec-

tions and elevations, presentation plans often contain three-dimensional
representations of interiors and exteriors. Pictographic elements may

also help to represent the design idea or the functional context of the de-

srgn.

The plans to be submitted are usually confined to one particular
scale. For presentations, there is otherwise a greater degree of freedom

than for technical construction drawings. Dimensioning can be reduced to
a minimum, structural elements represented graphically or the whole

scope of the drawing can be reduced essentially to elements of composi-
tion. - There are no limits on creativity. It is important to keep in mind the

clarity and accessibility for the person looking at the work, and to devise

the presentation appropriately.
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DESIGN PLANNING
Design planning is a further development of the preiiminary plan-

ning stage. Now the architect and the client finally define rhe geometry
and dimensions of the design for the building permission pla:ls that will
follow. The design plans must therefore show all the imponant elements
that are relevant for the planning authorities' consideration. Thrs phase
also addresses planning in other fields like structural engineering and do-
mestic services, which means that all the fundamental strucrural informa-
tion (e.g. loadbearing walls) must be visible.

Design plan views for housing are usually dran n on a scale of 1 : 1 00,
and for very large buildings on a scale of 1:200 or t:500 if necessary. For
example, if the plan view of a large industrial hall r';ere presented on a
scale of 1:100, a very large number ofAO sheets rn'ould be needed, so it
would no longer be possible to take in the design as a',..hole. Bur, as ex-
plained above, since the design plans are intended to lrovide a compre-
hensible and useful basis for further discussion, it makes sense to choose
a less refined presentation on a higher scale.

Even at the design planning stage, material-dependent hatching
can be used for representing walls, in order to define the material, e.g. a
reinforced concrete, masonry or dry construction wall. Line r.,'idths dis-
tinguish between loadbearing and non-loadbearing rvalls. It is not usual
to show waII surfaces (e.g. interior rendering) at the design planning
stage. AII the doors and windows should be entered on rhe plan correctly,
in such a way that the aperture dimensions and, \'here applicable, the
sills can be seen.The direction in which doors open should also be shown
at the design planning stage, to indicate the flow of movement in the
building.

Foundations are indicated in consultation with the structural engi
neers, along with their construction details (individual foundations, ice
wall, foundation strip), with their correct depths and v\.idrhs. If it is nec
essary to explain the section, invisible parts can be shorvn as dashed
lines.

Sectional drawings of floors and ceilings are made up of the shell
floor including hatching to show material qualities and the completed
floor as an upper edge, in order to define the height of the structure.

Since the horizontal section plane in a plan view lies 1.5 m above
floor level (see above), structural elements placed above it are not visible
in the plan. But to understand the geometry and the space it is often nec-
essary to show these elements as well. They can be beams or girders, which
divide a space into several section visually (the dimensions of the beams
or girders are shown directly on the plan view drawing, e.g. 843/35); or
stairs, whose upper run should be shown, with a junction point to under

Scole

Showing wo11s

Shoving floors
.nd .ai I i n^<

Showing
invislble
elements



showing windows

preliminory design working plon

showing doors

I
preliminory desrgn desrgn working plon

stand the geometry of the steps. The same applies to sections, for example
in the case of covered r:rezzanine floors or invisible stairs. In elevations,
the loadbearing walls and floors inside the building envelope can be indi-
cated with a short dashed line.

The following elements can also be shown in the elevations (views):

windows with divisions and opening mode, blind cases BC), height
of window apertures, balconies, sills, protrusions and recesses, roof
forms.

The existing and planned layout of the site before and after build-
ing should be drawn in as precisely as possible, as it is relevant for the
building's entrances and exits, the necessary earthworks and the build-
ing inspection authorities. The building's height systems are also devel-
oped from this.

Stairs are defined in design plans by stating the number of steps,
risers and treads (e.9. 10 risers of 17.5/26). Flights of stairs are also iden-
tified by continuous iines, with the starting-point (starter) identified
with a circle and the end-point (exit) with an arrow. Ramps are identified
by two lines taken from the start of the ramp to the central point of its
upper end.
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Dimensioning
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In sections, the stair structure is shown as simply as possible, so

that the geometry of the stairs can be understood: a distinction is made

between concrete, closed or open steps in wood or metal as stairs with or
without landing.

Dimensioning in design planning is intended to defrne the geometri-
cal coherence of a building and the rooms it contains. The exterior dimen-
sions of the building are entered first - as in preliminary design planning

- including all external cladding and rendering. This makes it easier to de-

termine the gross floor area, the gross space enclosed and the building's
position in the location plan or on the plot.

The second step dimensions all the external doors and windows, and

ideally an additionai dimension chain is added for the interior position of
the windows. ) see Fis.3e Thus, all the apertures can be defined in their geo-

metrical reiationship with the elevation of the building and in relation to
the spatial impact of the exterior wall. Any possible shifts between interior
and exterior axes or possible window rabbets can be seen and planned.

,CI]
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The next step records the interior spaces with the length and width.
This is essential for calculating room and apartment sizes, and is useful
for the later user as a basis for furnishing. It thus makes sense to give in-
dividual dimension chains for the overall room size and the wall features
with door(s). The heights of apertures (doors, sills and windows) are indi-
cated as described above with an additional figure under the dimension
line, and si11 heights are given for windows. Planners should pay particu-
lar attention to arrange dimension chains in a comprehensible order and
on clearly distinguishable axes, so that the plan is easily intelligible. A

typical sequence for a house works from the outside inwards:

1st dimension chain: total exterior dimensions (where applicable, addi
tional dimension chain for walls with protrusions

or recesses)

2nd dimension chain: exterior dimensions with all apertures (doors,

windows, projections etc.)



3rd dimension chain: interior dimensions of apertures rvith al1 sec-

tioned walls

4th dimension chain: room dimensions for the rooms behind the exte-
rior wall

sth dimension chain:

6th dimension chain:

7th dimension chain:

interior walls of the rooms with doors, recesses,

corners and passageways

room sizes for the interior rooms

etc.

>\

Dimensioning
sec!10ns

If it is relevant to the design {e.g. in industrial buildings} the axis dj-
mensions are placed furthest from the drawing and defined rvith continu-
ous numbers to the right or left of the plan view and with continuous let-
ters above or below the plan view.

As well as giving lengths and widths, information about heights
must be included in a plan view. Oniy this way can the plan view be clearly
built into the height levels on the plot and in the building. Ifthe plan view
does not show height gradations, these heights are often defined just once,
in the entrance area, and the section is used for detailed heights. For this
reason, the height dimensions should be added to the plan views only
when the section is complete.

The construction and storey heights are the most important features
of sections, as these are needed to complete the plan views. Height indica,
tors are normally used for this > see chapter principles ofrepresentation-/dimensioning,

supplemented by dimension chains. The height indicators show absolute

al

\\Hint;
0ctometric dirensions with controllinq ond

working dimensions should be token into occount
for mosorry buildings. R nultiple of bricks
24 cm long including on A joint 1 cm wide,

without sunmit joint, gives the working con-

struction dimensions (11.5 cm; 24 cn1' 36.5 cn;
49 cm;.,.), ond with joint the specifled dlmension
(12.5 cm;25 cm;37.5 cn;50 cm; etc.)

Further infornotion con be found in Sosics

Mosonry Construction by Nils Kummer, Birkhtiuser
Publishers, Eosel 2007.

s
\\Tip:
The structure of the dimension choins sust be

thought through corefully, so thot noi too Fuch

meosurement informotlon is defined tvice, but

olso thot nothing is forgotten. If there ore o

lot of smoll interior rooms, it is often tricky
to occommodqte o1l the dimensions in the drren-
sion chqin p0ck0ge. If necessory, if individuol
dimensions connot be qccommodoted, on odditionol
dimension choin con be ploced directly inside
the plon (within o plon view). This rs generolly
more nonogeoble thon plocing onother dihension
choin deoling with the whoie building on the

edqe of the drowlng, splitting up only o portiol
section of the meosurement choin obove rt-
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heights (related ro zero level), and the dimension chains give individual
construction and room heights. For example, height indicators in the roof
structure give information about heights in the loadbearing structure and

for the overall height of the roof structure (ridge height, attic height). When

giving storey heights we distinguish:

- storey height: height from top edge to top edge of storeys in se-

quence

_ clearance height (CH): height between top edge complete floor
(TECF) and the lower edge of the complete floor above (where ap-

plicable, Iower edge of the rendering or suspended ceiling)

- construction height: distance between the top edge of the shell

floor (TESF) and the bottom edge of the shell floor above (BESF)

The following sequence should be followed when arranging the dr-

mension chains (as in the plan view):

lst dimension chain: overall exterior dimensions (where applicable,
additional dimension chain for recesses or pro-

tru sions)
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2nd dimension chain:

3rd dimension chain:

4th dimension chain:

sth dimension chain:

external dimensions with all apertures ldoors,

windows, sill height etc.)

interior dimensions with all apertures (doors,

windows, sill heights etc.)

clearance heights

etc.

Dimenslonlng
elevotions

Elevations (views) are dimensioned with height indicators. It may be

necessary to use dimension chains for completeness when dealing with

Iarger buildings.
Asforasection,theheightindicatorsrelatetothezerolineatcom-

pletefloorheightonthegroundfloor,andadditionalinformationabout
height at zero level \ZLl can be appended'

Additional ZL information may be included, particularly to represent

street height and the lie of the terrain'
As a rule, only distinctive elements, for example the top edge of the

land and the roof edge' are given in elevations at the design stage'
Lobelling
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)s Additional information on the plan view drawing is given by room

identifiers. These contain room numbers and/or room names (wC, living
room etc.) and where applicable the room area in square metres. The en-

trance to the building is often identified by a solid black triangle, to make

it easy to find on the plan.

Inclines such as rises and drops are identified by a height dimension

and an angle, and in sections the percentage or degree is given, compie-

mented by a directional arrow: e.g. roof pitch to the right, 45'). A north ar

row is also drawn in, so that the light quality in the various rooms can be

assessed, and so that the elevations can be identified.

PLANNING PERMISSION
In this phase, the location plan and the design drawings are com-

pleted by adding information in accordance with the regulations of the rel-

evant planning authorities. Various requirements are imposed according

to the nature and size of the planned building. In principle, it is very easy

to turn designs plans into planning permission submissions.

Location plans, in particular, must often be drawn up by a publicly

appointed surveyor or the local survey office. The responsible authorities

should be asked to explain what is required before an application for pan-

ning permission is submitted. For an official location plan, written and

drawn parts are distinguished. The location plan drawing is usually on a

scale of 1 :500, but scales I : 1000 or 1 :250 are possible for very large or very

small projects. The content of the location plan is usually in black and

white, but colours may be used for areas and boundaries where applicable.

A location plan should contain the following information:

- Location of the building plot relating to points of the compass,

north arrow

- Existing buildings identifying use, number of floors, roof shape
l-inno rtirontinnlrrru6u urr vv!rvr!

- The planned building identifying exterior dimensions, heights

relating to zero level, number of storeys, roof shape

- Exterior dimensions of existing buildings and new buildings

Information on type of use for the areas that are not built on,

such as garden, parking space, playground, terrace etc.

Statement and verification of distances from adjacent plots and to

public areas (often in a separate plan showing distances apart)

Marking and demarcation of areas with building restrictions

- Position of supply lines (water, electricity, heat, radio/telephone)

0fficiol
locotion plon
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\\Tip:
Converting from degrees to percent is simplified
if the colculotion is done in stoges:
o slope of xt gives o helght difference of x cm

over o horizontol distonce of 100 cm. If o

certoin number of degrees is to be converted
iffto o percentoge, then the equotion tongent
ongle = opposite leg,/odjocent leg is used. For
exomple, 10o gives the following equotion:
ton 10o = 0.1584. This corresponds to 15.84 cm

to 100 cm, in other words 15.84?.

tion:
The location plan is supplemented by the folowing written informa-

_ Scale

_ Details of street name and house number, owner, plot designation
(boundaries, open fields, parcels)

_ Area dimensions, boundaries relating to land registry
_ Information about existing trees, especially if subject to nature

conservation or tree protection orders
_ Information about areas with building restrictions and their use

If the building plot is part of a development plan its provisions must
be complied with; these are usually shown by graphic symbols.

Buildins in If the plan is not for a new building, but an extension or conversion,exlstins stock a clear distinction must be made between demolition and new construc-
tion in the plans. As a rule, as-completed plans are drawn at the beginning
of the project, to plan conversion and demolition measures. If a great deal
of the building is to be dismantled, it is also recommended that separate
demolition plans be drawn up, to be developed further as working plans
and used as a basis for the demolition work. Demolition is further identi-
fied by crosses at an angle of45" and dashed in on the plan view and sec
tion. In addition, existing building, demolition and new construction are
coloured on the Dlan:

Black: old, existing sections to be retained
Red: new sections to be added
Yellow: sections to be removed in the course of the building pro-

gramme

5l
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Generally speaking, the desired presentation should be discussed
with the planning authority.

Drainage plans identifying the course of the drainage pipes are

drawn to show drainage for sanitary facilities like WCs or kitchens and
the exterior drainage of roof surfaces. They show the fall pipes and pipes
connecting to the facilities in plan view and section. The pipes are identi-
fied by their diameter (e.g. DN 100 = interior diameter 100 mm), according
to which wall-mounted installations, plumbing shafts etc. are dimen-
sioned.

WORKING PLANS

Working plans are intended to provide information that can be used

to construct the building precisely. Hence, the working drawings must
contain all the individual items of information needed to complete the
building. These include the architects' plans, which should also be com-

plemented by plans from other specialists, e.g. heating, sanitary pipework,
loadbearing sLrucLure, fire protection eLc.

The working drawings include two subgroups laying down the scale

and degree of detail in the planning. The working plans are on the scale of
1:50 and the detailed plans on scales of 1:20 to 1:1. Fundamentally a dis-
tinction can be made between the following working plans not necessar-

ily a complete list:



Worlrng plon

_Working plans scale 1:50: these consist of plan views, elevations
and sections representing the building as a whole or parts of it.

_ Fagade sections scale 1:50-1:10: as a rule, the faqades are shown in
more detail with sections, interior and exterior views, in order to
fix the relationship with other parts of the building in structural
and geometrical terms.

_Installation drawings scale 1:50 1:20: special installation plans

are drawn for individual services. These include screed plans, tiled
surfaces, floor covering plans, plans for dry construction and grid
ceilings etc.

_ Detail plans scale 1:20-1:1: detail plans show individual structural
points or connection with every element, in detail.

_ Site installation plan, where applicable

The planner must translate the design planning into valid and com

plete working, detail and construction drawings in such a way that the
contractor doing the work can understand and implement them without
difficulty. The working planning must be so precise that no unintended
scope for interpretation or dimensioning is allowed. But it does not have

to define every screw in detail, as it can be assumed that the construction
specialist will have the necessary expert knowledge. Possible require-
ments laid down by the planning authorities are also built into the work-
ing plans. Working planning must be continued and adapted during the

buiiding phase, if changes or confusions arise.
As a ru1e, the intersected structural elements are presented on a

scale of 1:50 so that they can contain direct structural statements about
the waII structure (e.g. masonry rendered on both sides or reinforced con-
crete ceiling with floating screed). Openings and slits in walls and ceil-
ings must also be shown. These are often needed for service installations
(e.g. fireplace, ducts for heating, sanitary, ventilation and electrical serv-

ices) and should be agreed with the planner responsible. Slits are shown

by a diagonal line; as soon as the structural element is cut through com-
pletely, the opening is crossed through. Tliangles can be solid black for
emphasis.

For buildings with repeating loadbearing systems, such as industrial
or office buildings, the longitudinal and lateral axes of the loadbearing
frame should be identified by numbers or letters. Thus, individual areas

can be categorized directly in such a way that the structural engineer can

relate to the system and work with the axis definitions. Axes are drawn
with dash-dot lines, either throughout the drawing or outside the building
only.

Ail the dimensions needed for correct execution of the plans must be

included at this stage. They include all the dimension chains already

Representrng
intersected
structurol
elements

Axes in
working plons

Dimensioning
working plons
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)s shown in the design plans; but also the height, width and depth of every
relevant structural element, without any omissions, and each element
must be attached to a part of the building that can be used for on site
measuring. tr'irst, the general dimension chains are placed outside the
building in the design plans; the detailed measurement chains are qive'
inside the plan view or section.

The room labels contain much more information in the working plan
than in the design plan. In addition to room numbers and room designa-
tions, we include:

_ the room area (A) in square metres
_ information about the surrounding walls (S), for example meas-

urements of skirting boards
_ clearance height (CH), which is needed in turn for wall develop_

ments, e.g. measuring up for painting

It is generally also possible to specify floor, wall and celling fittings.
As they cannot usually be accommodated inside a room, the fittings can be

Room lobels
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named in the plan header ) see chapter ptan presentation and allocated to the
rooms by means of abbreviations (e.g. W1, W2 for wall fitting etc.).

Working drawings
Plan views should give the following information:

The nature, qualities and dimensions of structural elements
Material-related presentation of wall, ceiling and floor fittings
Representation of the sealing and insulation levels

_ Door and window apertures with direction of opening, aperture
--l ^ill L^i^L+-arlu >ttf rtgltsltLJ

_ Stairs and ramps with waiking line, details on number and rela-
tion of steps and oversteps where applicable

- Structural element qualities such as fire protection and sound in-
sulation

A\

\\Trp:
When drr"rs onrrg, yo r sro,-d -mog-'e yo-rse-'
rn rre role of rl'e colstrucrior specrollsl
corr/.1c oJ re worL or rFe burld:'g 5rte, {ro
qos to lqpleme-r -ie plo-s or i 1. spof. For

I n dn^- . -n h. .et $rrh Lts outer
edge flush with the jomb, it mokes lrttle sense

to dimenslon the centre oxis of the door. DoubIe

dimensioning should olso be ovoided 0s fol os

nn<. \ e hernrrqc rhe qmo_nt of sorf.
needed to moke o chonge mode, ond double dinensron

choins ore eosily overlooked, which con leqd to
inconsistencies within the plon.
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_ Structuraljoints such as expansionjoints or changes of covering

_WaII and ceiling apertures, slits, shafts etc.

_Technical fittings, channels, chimneys, drainage systems, under-
drainage etc.

_ Fixed fitting and furnishings, sanitary and kitchen equipment

-AII dimensions of structural elements needed for the correct con-
struction of the building (every protrusion or recess must have a
dimension)

-all the dimensions needed to establish room sizes and for quan-

tity calculations
_ Room labels (see above)

_ Height related to ZL, so that the storey height can be assigned un-
ambiguously

_ Detail references

Content of Elevations and sections will contain the following additional infor-
elevotions ond.. malron:secrtons

_ Storey heights, clearance heights, shell heights
_ Height markers for shell and finished floor, foundations, roof

edges etc.

_ Floor and roof structures
_ Presentation of the existing and planned organization of the ter-

rain surface

_Windows and doors with graphic representation of divisions and
modes of opening

_ Gutters, downpipes, chimneys, roof structures
_ Covered intermediate floors, loadbearing walls and foundations

as dashed lines
_ Course of foundation pit drawn in
_ Structural ceiling, roof and floor details
_ GIass specifications in elevations, if different

Fagade section
It can make sense to draw a fagade section in order to show the en-

tire fagade in detail and not take out individual points of detail This
will show the complete height development in section, interior view, ex-

terior view and where applicable complemented with a plan view detail
with aII connection points and height relations between interior and
facade.
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Installation plans for service areas
Installation plans are construction drawings that show the way partic-

ular structural elements are to be fitted. They may include fitting informa-
tion for the following structural elements:

_ Prefabricated reinforced concrete parts

_ Steel parts

_ Wooden beams or roof trusses
Areas of screed (showing expansion joints and conduits)
Laying stones (with layout grid, intersections and expansionjoints)
Tiled surfaces (with layout grid, fittings and expansionjoints)

_ Suspended ceilings {layout grids, fittings, acousticaily effective
areas etc.)

_ Double or cavity floors (layout grid, fittings under the floor)
_ Floor covering (layout grid or axes, change of floor covering etc.)

Installation plans are often drawn up on the basis of existing work-
ing pians, with the appropriate additional information entered, e.g.

through grid lines, colours or hatching. Installation plans cover a specific
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service area and are usually drawn up before tenders are invited for the
particular field, so that the plans can be enclosed with the tender informa-
tion.

Detailed plans
Detailed plans include aII sorts of connections, system structures

and transitions. As weII as fixing control equipment in the drawing, there

are particularly important points at which various control systems coin

cide or merge with each other. It is impossible to make a general statement

about the detailed plans needed for a project, as they depend strongly on

the individual project, the depth of detail required, the planning demands,

and questions and uncertainties within the firms doing the work. \pical
areas where detail is needed are:

_ Fagade: window joints and systems, transition between ground and

rising walls, connections between fagade and roof, corner situa-
tions, external doors, balconies, sills and parapets, shades against
^.-- ^-l -r^*^5 Ulr dlru H,rdr tr

_ tr'ootings: foundations, drainage, sealing, insulation at ground level

_ Roof: attic, eaves, ridge, verge, gable, roof apertures such as chim
neys, ventilators, skylights and roofwindows

_ Stairs: system section, upper and lower connection, landings, ban

isters, handrails

_ Floor and ceiling fittings: system sketches for aII ceiling fittings
used, transitions between different floor types, connections to ris
ing building sections, fixtures, conduits

_ Doors: system doors, frame systems, steel-framed doors, lift doors,

shaft caps

_ Dry construction: connections of wa11s to fagade, shell structure,
floor and ceiling, suspended ceilings

- WCs, kitchens, fitted furniture: structural details, connections, WC

dividing wa1ls etc.

Site installation plans
Site installation and organization plans coordinate the site and the

construction firms involved. It is often unnecessary to draw up a separate

site installation plan for small projects. But if there is only a small amount

of room on site, it makes sense to do so, to avoid getting in each other's way

and using the plot inefficiently. Hence, the following should be recorded in
a site installation plan:

_ Storage areas and working areas/site road

Site management containers
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. AccommodaLion and sanitary facilities
_ Working areas around the building
_ Excavation pit
_ Lifting equipment (e.9. cranes) with radius and operational area

_ Building fences, enl.rances, signs etc.

_ Areas for individual trades (e.g. bending and cutting areas for
concrete constructronJ

_ SoiI storage areas where applicable

_ Power and water supplies, disposal facilities, rubbish manage

ment etc.

OI



Workshop drawings by firms involved in the project
Construction firms in different service areas involved in the project

make their own workshop drawings on the basis of the working plans
(sometimes also called works drawings). These are submitted to the plan-
ners before building starts and must be examined and signed off by them.
\picai specialist firms who make their ourn workshop drawings include
the following service fields:

_ Metal or steel construction work (windows, steel constructions.
railings etc.)

_ Timber or carpentry work (wooden structures, roof trusses, win_
dows etc.)

_ Ventilation construction work
_ Lift construction work

A'
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Position plon
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SPECIALIST PLANNING

Loadbearing structures
Structural engineers draw their own working plans, placing particu-

Iar emphasis on statically relevant elements. Which plans are drawn de-
pends primarily on the choice of building materials. If the building is to be
in reinforced concrete, encasement and reinforcement plans should be
prepared; for wood or steel construction, plans for the appropriate rafters,
timber and steel construction.

Position plans show individual positions to clarify the statical cal
culations. The positions are numbered on the basis of the design drawings,
and these numbers are also found in the statical caiculation.

Plon views for structurql engineering plonning
do not usuolly present 0 top view of the floor
be1ow, but of the ceiling obove it. R structurol
engineer's plon view for the 2nd floor shows, os

well qs the identicolly intersected structurol
elements, o different view fron the qrchitects'
p1ons. For clorificotion you should imogine o

mirror-floor showing q11 the outlines of the
ceiling.

Y
\\ Exomple:

ff reinforced concrete beom is colculoted stqti-
colly ond ollotted the nunber 21. This beqm is
I hen ol so glven I he number 21 on rhe posrtiol
plqn, to moke it cleor to which beon in the
bullding the sroticol colculotion oppl ies. If
opplicoble,011 the beoms thot qre the some c0n

be ollotted the sqne number.
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Encosement ond Encasement and reinforcement plans are drawn up for reinforced
reinforcement concrete buildings. Here, shell plans show the structural elements to be
olon

encased (e.g. a reinforced concrete ceiling or waII). Encasement plans are

particularly important if the subsequent surface is to be important visu-
ally (e.g. for fair-face concrete walls).

Encasement plans show the ceiling above the storey shown with:

- axis, mass and height

- supported or loadbearing construction elements

- cavities relevant to loadbearing

- types and strength classes

_ directions of span

Reinforcement plans contain information about reinforcement mats

and bars to be built into a reinforced concrete section. A mat is usually

shown as a rectangular area with a diagonal line marked with the mat type.

Additional information for reinforcement plans:

- Concrete steel types

- Number, diameter, shape and length of steel bars and welds

- Concrete strength classes, concrete covering

- Apertures and special structures

- Precise steel or item lists for construction to complement the

drawing

Timber Timber construction plans are drawn up for wooden structures,
constructron showing the precise position and dimensions of the individual timber
plon

construction elements (beams, supports, purlins etc.). As a rule, axes are

r 0l d.imensioned. and connection points shown separately in detail. I'or ex-

ample, if a pitched roof is to be built, the position and dimensions of the

purlins and rafters must be shown in a rafter plan.

CIl

\\ Hint:
Timber constructions ond rofter plons ore

described in detoil in: Eos.ics Roof Construction

by T0njo Brotrllck, published by Birkhiiuser Pub-

lishers, Bosel 2007.
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Building services
Special plan are also drawn up for building or domestic service instal-

lations, providing a basis for the installing the service equipment. separate
plans are usually made for each service. particular services include:

_ heating installation
_ water supply and sewerage installations
_ ventilation installation
_ electrical installations
_ fire technology and alarms
_ data technology

_ lift technology

As well as the actual rooms for services, such as a utilities room,
boiler room or similar, the pipe runs, holes and cable runs are the most
important features. A plan showing slits and holes is often prepared to
be included in the architects' plans, giving precise details of interven_
tions in the shell.



Drowing oreo

PLAN PRESENTATION

If a drawing is to be issued in paper form, the paper format must be
established to meet the demands of modern reproduction, and given a plan
header.

PLAN COMPOSITION
once the size of the building or section of a building to be shown and

the scale of the drawing are fixed, the necessary amount of drawing space
can be calculated. Then an appropriate area is added to the building di-
mensions on both sides to allow space for the dimension chains, and the
drawing area needed is calculated on the basis of the scale. A plan header
must be accommodated next to the drawing area (see betow) and where an_
plicable a frame, allowing for the intersecting edges.

All kinds of plan formats with different side measurements are pos-
sible for presentation purposes (competitions, student assignments). For
example, a long, narrow building could be presented on paper with the
same proportions, which would enhance the effect of the building's shape.

It generally makes sense to choose a common paper format for con
struction drawings (e.g. the DIN A series), as this can be reproduced easily.
Large format paper is needed for working plans, while for detailed draw
ings it is usually advantageous to use a format such as DIN-A3, which can
be duplicated on most photocopiers. ) see chapter principles ofrepresentation

Drawings can also appear on different scales on a single plan: for
example, it can make sense to show appropriate details of individual an-
chor points alongside a faEade section. care should be taken so that the
scale for the individual drawing can be identified precisely through clear
labelling.

PLAN HEADER
Each plan contains a plan header, showing clearly which project and

what details this particular plan shows. The header is usually placed in
the bottom right hand corner of the plan. plan headers for presentation
and construction drawings are organized differently.

If the plans are intended for presentation purposes, they should have
a corresponding pian header. The overall graphic design of the plan usu_
ally includes the header. As well as the project name, it gives details of
scale, plan contents, (e.g. ground floor) and author. Supporting design pic_
tograms, explanatory sketches on the section, or pran view lever and north
arrows can also be included in plan headers.

For university and college projects, the student,s matriculation
number should be included, as well as his or her name, department or

Choice of
poper formol

Different
scoles

Presentotion
plon heoder
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prolessor. For competitions, names or attributions do not usualiy feature
on the plans. Instead, a camouflage number is often provided in the com_
petition documents, and is placed in a particular corner of the plan. It rs
submitted with the competition plans in a seaied envelope, which will be
opened only after the competition has been judged, to reveal the author
of the design.

For construction drawings, the plan header first names the client,
the author of the design, the pian draughtsperson and the scale. The cur-
rent status of the plan is lndicated. As new deveropments or specialist
planning materiai have to be worked in regularly, the precise date of the
current plan must be recorded. It is also a good idea to give the dates of
the first version and the current revision. It is also helpful for understand
ing the additional data to include a summary of the plan changes to date.
Building permission plans usually have plan numbers, which define thern
unambiguously. For simplicity, the current position expressed by the plan
can be incorporated in the plan number: plan A34d then means: working
plan no. 34, fourth revision (d). Of course plan numbers can be allotted as
wished; it is easier to administer the plans if a system is established at the
beginning of the project and agreed with ati concerned.
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Copying
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Blueprints

PLAN DISTRIBUTION
It is rare nowadays for plans to be drawn by hand, and CAD pro-

grams are generally used, making it easier to duplicate and distribute
plans than when they are drawn by hand.

CAD files are printed on plotters; smaller formats can be produced

on standard commercial printers. Plotters are large-format printers, usu-

aIIy in the A1 or AO format, and plans are printed on them from paper rolls.
The roII widths are generally 61.5 cm for Al rolls and 91.5 cm for AO. The

size of the plan can be input individually in most CAD programs, so that
any plan format compatible with the width of the roll can be used.

If a plan that already exists on paper is to be copied, large-format
copiers are available. These usually operate with the same roll widths as

plotters. Colour copies of large-forrnat plans are generally very expensive,

so a plan should be reproduced by multiple plotting. It is worth choosing

a plan format for detail drawings that can be duplicated on standard com-

mercial copiers.
If hand drawings are produced on tracing paper, it is possible to

make blueprints of them, rather than large-format copies. Here, blueprint
paper is placed on top of the original tracing paper, and exposed to ultra-
violet light in a blueprint machine. Blueprint papers exist in various
colour shades, and can then be called black-, red- or blueprints.

Blueprints are rarely used today because they have been replaced by
CAD drawings, but they offer a reasonably priced possibility for reproduc-
ing hand drawings.

\
\\Tip:
Copy-shops often hove nechonicol folding
mochines thot moke it e0sier to fold o lot of
plons. If you hove to fold the plons yourself,
it is best to use o sheet of A4 poper ond o set
squore. First, toke the left-hond side of the
plon ond fold it upwords to the width of the f4
sheet. The fold con be smoothed down with the

help of the set squore. Then the right-hond side

is folded to o width of obout 19 cm, until the
remoinder con be {o1ded in the middle if

necessoxy. llow fold the remoinlng strip bock to

the height of the fl4 sheet (severol tines for
lorger formots). The inner cotnet, os shown on

tfre diogrom, is then folded inwords, so thot is
not perforoted ot the subsequent hole-punching

stoge. 1f you use the plon heoder ond plon frome

frequently on o CCD plotter. it rs p0ssible to

drow in 1itt1e lines on the plon frome, so thqt
there is no need to meosure, ond the plon con be

folded directly olong the lines.
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Folding In many cases, plans are circulated not in their original size, but in
A'4 format, which means that larger formats have to be folded to A,4 size. It
is important here to ensure that the plan header is visible in the bottom
right-hand corner even when the plan is folded. It should also be possible
to unfold the plan even when it is filed away, so holes should be punched
in the lower left-hand area onlv.
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APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

Itcr Syrbol

WC with cistern

Shower-bose
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l{oshing mochine

Tunble dryer

Corner bothtub
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Cupboord under XXXX
Cupboord over XXXX
Cupboord under ond over EHEH
Sink with droining boord
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Gos cooker
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Electric cooker
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Cooker with oyen

Built-in oven

Worktop [--_]I
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Toble 6:
Symbols for furniture
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STANDARDS
Large areas ofTechnical Drawing are covered by international stand-

ards. For this reason, they are standardized by ISO standards, which are

recognized in most countries. The following table gives the valid ISO

standards, which have generally been adopted by the national standardi-
zation institutions (ISO 128 would then be called DIN ISO 128 in Germany,

for example).

lS0 stqndords 0escription

IS0 128 Technlcol drqwinqs. Generol. principles of presentotion

IS0 216 Writing poper ond certoin clqsses of printed motter.
Trimoed sizes. fl ond B series

IS0 2594 Buildinq drowinqs * Projection methods

IS0 3766 Construction drowings. Simplified representotion of
concrete reinf orcement

IS0 4069 Building ond civil. engineering drowings - Representotion of

oreos on sections ond views - Generol DrinciDles

iS0 4067 Buildino ond civil enoineerinq drowinos - Instollotions

IS0 4157 Construction drowinqs - Desiqnotion systems

IS0 5455 Technicol drowrnos. Scoles

IS0 545d Technicol drowinos. Proiection methods

IS0 6284 Construction drowinqs - Indicotion of limit deviotions

IS0 7518 Construction drowings. Simplified representqtion of
demolition ond rebuilding

1S0 7519 Construction drowings. Generol principles of presentotion for
generol orrongement ond ossembly drowings

1S0 8048 Technicol drowings. Construction drowings. Representotion of

views, sections ond cuts

IS0 8560 Construction drowings. Representotion of modulor sizes,
lines ond grids

IS0 9431 Construction drowings. Spoces for drowing ond for text,
ond title blocks on drowing sheets

1S0 10209 Technicol product documentotion. Vocobulory. Terns relotinq
to technicol drowings

IS0 11091 Construction drowinos. Londscope drowlnq prqctlce
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